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The Zara Aina Warm Up, Madagascar



Zara Aina means “Share Life” in Malagasy, the language of Madagascar. 

Broadway actors Lucas Caleb Rooney and Bryce Pinkham founded Zara Aina in 2012 to help at-risk children 
in Madagascar harness the transformative power of theatrical storytelling and performance to expand their 
capacity for achievement, invest in their sense of possibility, and recognize their potential.

With headquarters in New York and Antananarivo, Madagascar, Zara Aina is a 501(c)3 non-profit 
organization working to develop sustainable community-based theater programs for children and teenagers 
through collaborations with community organizations in Madagascar and the United States.

In the United States, Zara Aina brings its creative storytelling model to American schools, recreation centers, 
shelters, and community-based organizations who have expressed an interest in using our theater workshops 
to strengthen important educational and social skills such as creative thinking, collaboration, effective 
reasoning, communication, and following ideas from beginning to end.

At the heart of Zara Aina is the transformative power of storytelling. From learning to express themselves, 
to empathizing with others, to beginning to understand universal themes and ways of looking at the world, 
theatrical storytelling creates confident learners who are better prepared to participate actively in their 
education, community, and social lives.

Tonight was the night I got a taste of what I want 
to be, and honestly, it was breathtaking.” 

–Javion, a BAMA Kid, Camden, Alabama

OUR MISSION





STRENGTHENING 
EDUCATIONAL SKILLS

Through participating in Zara Aina workshops, 

students will:

THINK CREATIVELY AND 
IMPLEMENT NEW IDEAS
By improvising from their own imaginations and

drawing from source material, students will be able to

create a variety of characters.

WORK CREATIVELY WITH OTHERS
Students will contribute positively and responsibly to

ensemble efforts and demonstrate an ability to

collaborate with others. Students will understand

theater as a shared communal experience between

the actor and the audience.

REASON EFFECTIVELY
Through reflection and analysis, students will respond
and critique their work and the work of others in a

respectful way.

COMMUNICATE CLEARLY
Students will use the body and voice to express

emotion and communicate clear character choices.

MAKE JUDGMENTS AND DECISIONS
Students will receive, respond and incorporate

direction.

USE SYSTEMS THINKING
Students will sustain focus, concentration and a

commitment to solving problems.

FOLLOW THEIR DREAMS
When working in the imaginary world, if you can

dream it, you can do it!

“I will remember this moment forever.” 
–Jared, WIN Shelter, NYC

“It was like Zara Aina recognized a 
variety of characteristics about myself 
that I didn’t really put out on the table.”

-Shatavia



OUR WORKSHOPS
In Madagascar, Zara Aina’s pedagogy is put into
practice through a three-year curriculum

In the U.S., three different workshops
are offered, corresponding to the three years of the curriculum

Workshops are designed for groups of 15-25 children
of all ages
Workshops are customized
in deep collaboration with children and partner organizations

In Madagascar, Zara Aina’s pedagogy is put into practice through a 

three-year curriculum

In the U.S., three different workshops are offered, 

corresponding to the three years of the curriculum

OUR WORKSHOPS

Workshops are designed for groups of 15-25 children of all ages

Workshops are customized in deep collaboration with children 

and partner organizations



BUILDING A SHOW
5-7 day workshop, 2-3 hours/day OR

long-term residency: 2-3 hours once per week for 8-10 weeks

Students work through Zara Aina’s entire pedagogy and curriculum, from

the basics of play, to creating characters and scenes, to putting scenes

together to devise their own original story and show. This workshop

culminates in a performance of a full-length show.

THE BASICS OF PLAY
1-2 day workshop, 2-3 hours 

Students learn the basics of creative play: how to be 

silly in front of peers, how to be confident in front of 
an audience, and how to work as an ensemble. This 

includes Zara Aina’s unique warm-up exercises and 

theater games and culminates with children creating 

original songs in groups

CREATING A CHARACTER
2-3 day workshop, 2-3 hours/day 

Students learn the basics of play, then, through im-

provisation, develop characters and put those char-

acters into scenes. Students learn the components of 

a scene: beginning, middle, and end, and want, conflict, 
and change. This workshop culminates in a showing 

of character monologues and scenes.

WORKSHOP
BREAKDOWN



MASTER CLASSES
Lucas Rooney and Bryce Pinkham are the founders of Zara Aina, and are both 

accomplished professional actors, having appeared on and off Broadway, in film and 
television, and in regional theaters across the country. Lucas and Bryce also teach at the 

most prestigious acting training programs, including NYU, Juilliard, and Yale.

Lucas and Bryce are available to teach 3-hour master classes in Zara Aina’s pedagogy 

and curriculum.

LUCAS CALEB ROONEY BRYCE PINKHAM



Lucas and Bryce with Fano, Madagascar



30 
Zara Aina Teaching Artists

175 
Children served

5-18
Ages of children served

2:1
Ratio of Teaching Artists to children

60
Hours of theater education offered

350
Audience members entertained

U.S. OUTREACH BY 
THE NUMBERS PER 

YEAR



At the Brownsville Recreation Center, NYC



“I am very happy that those children did that; 
it was really amazing. At home, I cannot see that, 

they are not like that at home; I am so amazed and 
impressed with what they are capable of.”

 –Mickael’s Mother, after a performance, Madagascar

“You made my day.” 
–a BAMA Kid, Camden, AL

“I’m a star today.” 
–Jaquan, WIN Shelter, NYC

“It made me feel strong, 
like I could lift everything.” 

–Lala, Magagascar



“Evidence of an infinite potential in the hearts, minds,

and voices of Wilcox County’s future was at last

undeniable, and shining so much brighter than just a

few stage lights. It’s in the eyes of our children. Seems

almost criminal to think that potential hadn’t been

there all along. And to the BAMA Kids…

Hey, we can hear you now.” 

–The Progressive Era Newspaper, Camden, AL



INTERESTED IN 
A ZARA AINA 
WORKSHOP 
OR MASTER CLASS?

We want to design an exciting 
workshop experience 
specifically tailored to you 
and your needs!

Contact Education Director 
Justin Cimino at 
Justin@zaraaina.org for more 
information and pricing.


